'man': balui / baloï (JM); mayi (Donaldson)

97.2c Waljwan  Brewarrina - Walgett area  D39 (AIAS D20)

Waljwan (SAW, AC, AIAS), Waljan (JM), Weilwan (SAW alt. sp., O'G, 'RLS')

Mathews continues to record the dialect from one or two remaining speakers.

'man': mei (mayi) (JM); mai-i (C:183)

97.2d Baranbinja  D6 (AIAS D26)

Oates has salvaged small portions.

97.3a Gamilaray  Barwon & Balonne Rivers -  DL2 (AIAS D23) see 'RLS'

Gamilaroi (AC, orig. AIAS), Kamilaroi (SAW, O'G, 'RLS'), Gamilaray (Austin, AIAS)

Austin collected c.200 words in 1972-3 and is presently writing a grammar of the language (also using Wurm's materials).

'man': mari (Austin)

97.3b Koinberi  Upper Castlereagh River  DL8 (AIAS D15)

Koinberi (SAW, T, O'G, 'RLS'), Gunjbarai (AC, AIAS), Gungbarai (SAW alt. name), Co-in-bur-ri (Barlow)

No trace found today.

'man': my-ee (Barlow); main, mien, mi (C:190)

97.3c* Gawambaray  Barwon River about Boggabilla (AC)  D13 (AIAS D39)

Kawambarai (RHM), Gawambarai ('RLS' 3Dr.), Gawambaray (Austin, AIAS)
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Oates, L. 1975. The 1973 supplement to a revised linguistic survey of Australia. Armidale: Christian Book Centre
R. H. Mathews recorded verb paradigms showing affix transferring characteristics. Nothing else is known. Suggested by Austin it may be classified here.

97.4a* Yuwalyay


\(\text{Yualjai (orig. AIAS)}, \text{Yualyai (SAW), Yuwalyay (AIAS)}\)

Two dialects, Yualjai and Yuwalaray are now recognised; only the former appeared in the 1966 classification.

'man' : dine (Barlow); dhein (JM), thave, dane (C:175)

97.4b* Yuwalarai

Wurm lists as a separate dialect. Barlow recorded as Yowalleri. Other spellings: Yerraleroi, Juwalarai.

'man' : ure (AC); dhayin (Austin from old sources)

97.5 Wiri-Wiri


\(\text{D45 (AIAS D28)}\)

Thomas' word list in 'Science of Man' referred to in 'RLS' is not Wiri-Wiri but Wiradjuri, 97.1a. (Austin)

'man' : my-ee (Barlow); mayi (Austin from old sources)

97.6 Nguri ?


\(\text{Moonie River, Q. (Austin)}\)

\(\text{Nguri (AC, AIAS, SAW), Ngoorie (Barlow)}\)

Nothing known about this dialect. Wurm queries its classification here.

'man' : dine (Barlow)

[97.7 Barunggama See 94.1g*.

98.

b. Miyal Subgroup

It appears that only a few old sources remain as the basis of our information for this group. Barlow's vocabularies give the words for 'eye/foot/ear' as miyil/ml:1 ("mee1")